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TOOLCHAIN INPUT

STATIC VERIFICATION

RUNTIME VERIFICATION

Our approach targets real industrial
distributed Java programs

Statically verify data-flow properties and
thereby optimise dynamic verification

Dynamically verify control-flow properties of
the executions not already proven statically

The toolchain takes distributed Java programs as input, like
cloud- and web services, written with the Active Objects
design pattern using the ProActive programming platform. In
addition, JML-like contracts can be specified for verifying
data-flow properties, and runtime monitors described as
automata can be specified for verifying control-flow properties.

Users may put any desirable effort into statically verifying
data-flow properties, which are specified as Hoare triples in the
style of JML. The resulting (partial) proofs are used to optimise
the distributed runtime monitors, thereby making dynamic
verification more efficient.

Dynamic verification of control-flow properties is performed by
monitoring each participating node using a separate runtime
monitor. Assumption-guarantee reasoning is used in the
monitors to efficiently distinguish between violations from the
environment and violations from the implementation being
monitored, which makes the approach modular and efficient.

DISTRIBUTED JAVA PROGRAM

DEDUCTIVE VERIFICATION

VERIFICATION OUTPUT

Written with the ProActive programming platform

Using the deductive verifier KeY

Final verdict, together with automata traces
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METHOD CONTRACTS
Pre- and postconditions in the style of JML

PARTIAL PROOF EVALUATION

DISTRIBUTED MONITORING

What execution paths have statically been verified?

Performing distributed runtime verification
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RUNTIME MONITOR

MONITOR OPTIMISATION

APPLYING RUNTIME MONITOR

Specified as an automata

Remove execution paths already verified

Using the LARVA runtime verifier
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Deductive verification
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Partial proofs
Some Hoare triples may be fully proven by KeY, while others
may only partially be proven. In the latter case, the verification attempt may result in partial, non-closed proofs.
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The (partial) proofs are evaluated to generate conditions that
describe the execution paths that have not yet been statically verified. These conditions are used to optimise distributed runtime verification.

Before applying runtime verification, first deductive verification
is applied to optimise the runtime monitors. The deductive
verifier KeY is used for this, which takes Java source code as
input, together with JML-like specifications.
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Partial specification evaluation
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Optimising the runtime monitor
The generated conditions are used to optimise and simplify
the runtime monitors, by cutting all transitions in the underlying automata that have already been verified statically.

Applying the runtime monitor
For runtime verification we use the Larva runtime verifier,
which outputs a monitored program by compiling the Java
source code and weaving-in the (optimised) runtime
monitors via aspects.
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Distributed runtime verification
The monitored program is executed over a network of
nodes, each having a separate runtime monitor. Several
monitoring configurations are supported, including distributed monitoring with assumption-guarantee reasoning, but
also centralised and orchestrated monitoring.

